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Rate Control for VBR Video Coders
in Broad-Band Networks

Maher Hamdi, James W. Roberts, and Pierre Rolin

Abstract—We present a rate control algorithm adapted to
MPEG video coders ensuring that output conforms to the param-
eters of a leaky-bucket network access controller. The algorithm
avoids unpredictable rate variations without the rigidity and
systematic coding delay of constant bit-rate (CBR) coders, and
makes possible resource provision for guaranteed quality of
service. A relatively large burst tolerance parameter allows con-
siderable scope for variation at GoP scale, and only restricts
the natural rate when necessary to avoid long-term overloads.
Possible multiplexing schemes are discussed distinguishing buffer
provision for cell-scale and burst-scale congestion.

Index Terms—ATM networks, MPEG, quality of service guar-
antee, scales of congestion, shaping, statistical multiplexing, VBR
video.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE majority of traffic in broad-band networks is likely
to be generated by video applications, whether it be for

interactive videophone conversations or videoconferencing,
consultation of prerecorded video sequences in multimedia
databases, remote viewing of live events (conventions, sport),
or simply watching a movie. While some rate adaptive video
communications can be provided by best effort networks (e.g.,
low-resolution videoconference software on the Internet), most
video applications impose quite severe constraints on network
delay and throughput performance. To respect these constraints
in packet-switched networks, including the ATM-based B-
ISDN, it is necessary to implement preventive traffic control
procedures to avoid congestion.

Preventive traffic control is based on the notion of a traffic
contract [22]. A requested connection is described by means of
a set of traffic parameters, and the network must decide if it
can be accepted without violating quality of service (QoS)
constraints. To ensure that the traffic characteristics of an
accepted connection are as declared, the network must police
the traffic parameters. It proves particularly difficult to identify
traffic parameters for variable rate connections which are both
significant in determining required network resources and easy
to control. The choice in network standards has been to favor
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the second requirement over the first and to define traffic
parameters through a rule, namely, the leaky bucket (known
as the generic cell rate algorithm in ATM standards [22]).
There are basically two approaches to using these rule-based
parameters to describe video connections: either determine
the values which most accurately characterize the output of
a particular coder used in a particular context, or oblige the
coder to make its output conform to predefined parameters by
means of rate control.

A large number of studies have been performed on the
characterization of coder output (e.g., [8], [10], [15], [16],
[24], [26], and [29]). For certain applications such as video-
conferencing, it may be possible to characterize the output
succinctly in terms of a small number of parameters such
as the first two moments of the per-frame bit rate and the
coefficient of an assumed exponential autocorrelation function
[17]. These parameters can be used in Markovian models
to evaluate the performance of a network multiplexer (e.g.,
[6]). However, such statistical parameters cannot be efficiently
policed. For less stereotyped video sequences, even these
parameters are inadequate since the distribution of output rate
can vary substantially for different minutes long segments of
the same sequence [15], [10]. Indeed, long video sequences
seem to systematically exhibit long-range dependence whose
significant detrimental impact on performance is beginning to
be well understood [2], [10], [8]. The incompatibility between
the complexity of the parameters needed to describe the traffic
and the very limited description provided by leaky bucket
parameters is particularly marked for video connections.

The alternative approach of actively shaping the coder
output so that it becomes more compliant and predictable
has been considered by fewer authors. Reibman and Haskell
[33] present bit-rate constraints that prevent codec buffer
overflow in the case of a leaky-bucket-controlled channel.
Heeke [15] and Coelho [4] aim to make the output behave
like a predefined Markov chain. Pickering and Arnold [31]
propose a rate control algorithm that produces a variable bit-
rate (VBR) traffic lying between predefined upper and lower
bounds. Pancha and El Zarki [30] also advocate using rate
control with an algorithm similar to that of [33] where a few
frames long bucket is used to control traffic variability.

The present contribution belongs to the second category. We
pretend that a network cannot efficiently provide performance
guarantees if video coder output results from unconstrained
open-loop coding. We propose a closed-loop rate control algo-
rithm which reacts on coder parameters according to the value
of a leaky-bucket counter forcing the output to conform to
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sustainable rate and burst tolerance parameters used to describe
the traffic characteristics of a required connection. Unlike the
rate control suggested in [33], we propose to use a relatively
large burst tolerance parameter allowing substantial short-
term fluctuations while eliminating long-range dependence due
to low-frequency (scene scale) variations. The algorithm is
devised to fully exploit the potential for short-term variations
using a prediction of open-loop rate to determine coder quan-
tization settings. We show that a large burst tolerance is not
incompatible with very short network delays, and that, indeed,
end-to-end delay is considerably shorter than that of constant
bit-rate (CBR) coding. The rate control algorithm is studied
for use within the MPEG standards, although implementation
in other coders is straightforward.

We first discuss in Section II how variable rate connections
can be multiplexed in ATM networks while respecting quality
of service guarantees, recognizing the critical distinction be-
tween cell scale and burst scale congestion. In Section III,
we describe the essential features of the MPEG standards,
and argue for the use of a shaping algorithm to control the
burstiness of the VBR output. This algorithm is presented in
some detail in Section IV. Statistical properties of the shaped
traffic are presented in Section V based on simulated coder
output, and the realized efficiency of statistical multiplexing
is discussed in Section IV.

II. M ULTIPLEXING VBR VIDEO

Video coding for communication cannot be studied in
isolation from its impact on network performance. There
clearly arises a need for compromise between network effi-
ciency and image quality. In the following, we consider the
relation between traffic characteristics and network multiplexer
performance, and we discuss the possibilities for traffic control
to guarantee QoS standards. We base the presentation on ATM
multiplexing, but the considerations would also apply to a
packet-switched network.

A. Quality of Service

The effect on end-to-end image quality of packet loss is not
yet well defined. In early MPEG reference models, cell loss
rates lower than 10 were proposed, but rates of 10 are
currently being considered as acceptable. The effect of cell
loss is not only dependent on the average cell loss rate, but
also on the distribution of cell losses over time. Periods of
high cell loss due to network congestion can have a serious
detrimental impact on image quality.

Delay requirements clearly vary depending on the appli-
cation. For interactive video communication applications, a
maximum end-to-end delay of some 100 ms is appropriate
[35], while a much longer delay would be tolerable for a user
simply watching a recorded clip or movie in a video playback
application. Delay requirements clearly have a strong impact
on the type of network service to be provided. In the case
of video playback, considerable variation in network delays
of successive cells can be absorbed by a large buffer in a
set top box, for example. The tight delay constraints for real-
time communications, on the other hand, severely limit the

possibility of dealing with congestion on network links by cell
buffering. We note further that coding delays must be included
in the overall delay budget, thus limiting the scope for rate
smoothing in a closed-loop coder producing CBR output.

B. Multiplexer Performance

Studies on the performance of ATM multiplexers handling
VBR traffic show that there are broadly two types of con-
gestion leading to cell delays (e.g., [23], [28]). We assume
that the instantaneous bit rate of a variable rate connection is
well defined as, for example, when the traffic source is of the
on/off type or when the output of a video codec is smoothed
to a constant level over a frame duration. When the combined
rate of all multiplexed sources is less than the multiplexer
output rate, delays can occur due to the coincidental arrival of
cells from different sources. These delays are of short duration,
generally less than the time required to transmit a few tens of
cells (i.e., around 1 ms). This type of congestion is referred
to as cell scale congestion. The second type of congestion
occurs when the combined rate exceeds the output rate. Such
an overload is typically persistent, and the ensuing delays are
much longer than those occurring in cell scale congestion. This
type of congestion is known as burst scale congestion.

One option for controlling multiplexer performance is to
ensure that the probability of a rate overload leading to burst
scale congestion is negligible, and to provide the limited
buffering necessary to avoid cell loss in case of cell scale
congestion. Cell delays are then very small, with periods of
burst scale congestion leading to cell loss. Consider a set of
variable rate sources offered to a multiplexer of link capacity

and let their combined bit rate at timebe The cell
loss ratio can then be estimated by the fluid approximation

(1)

where represents the expectation operator and is
defined as if and if The
expectations can be calculated if the probability distributions
of the rates of individual sources are known, and cell loss can
be maintained within a target level by performing admission
control: a new connection is refused if, according to formula
(1), it would lead to cell loss greater than the corresponding
QoS constraint. Delay and loss are much less easily controlled
when the multiplexer has a large buffer designed to absorb
burst scale congestion. It has been shown that the delay
distribution and buffer saturation probability then depend
significantly on the way the rates of individual sources vary
in time. In particular, the autocorrelation function of the
rate of successive video frames is known to have a very
significant impact on the duration and severity of burst scale
congestion. The traffic characteristics necessary to predict
performance here are generally unknown at the start of a
communication and cannot be policed by the network [1].
Long-term dependence observed in certain types of video
sequences [2], [10] can lead to extreme congestion which can
hardly be avoided by buffer dimensioning [27].
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C. Traffic Control

Preventive traffic control relies on the network being able
to perform admission control based on the declared values of
traffic parameters, and then to police these parameters during
a connection. Difficulties arise in defining traffic parameters
which are sufficient for describing the traffic and can at the
same time be policed. Apart from the source peak rate,
the only parameters so far agreed on are the sustainable
cell rate and burst tolerance which can be controlled by the
generic cell rate algorithm [22]. It is well known that the
GCRA is equivalent to a leaky bucket, given an appropriate
transformation of parameters.

For present purposes, we use leak rateand bucket size
as traffic parameters, defining the leaky bucket to be
a counter incremented at rate bits/s up to the maximum

and decremented as data are admitted to the network
by the corresponding number of bits. We assume that data
are discarded when the counter would otherwise decrease
below zero. Traffic passing through thus satisfies a
burstiness constraint. Let be the number of bits input
to the network by source in an interval The leaky
bucket then ensures the inequality

(2)

The overall mean input rate is thus bounded byand the
maximum burst size at peak rate is equal to
The way constraint (2) can be used in connection admission
control depends on whether multiplexer buffers are provided
for cell scale or burst scale congestion. In the former case,
the cell loss ratio may be approximated using (1) provided the
stationary distribution of the input rate is known. If we do
not know the distribution, but only that the input of all sources
satisfies burstiness constraints, a conservative approach is to
assume that offered traffic is the worst possible from the point
of view of causing congestion while remaining compatible
with (2). It is commonly accepted that such worst case traffic
is of the on/off type with a source emitting bursts at peak rate

separated by silence intervals and such that the realized
mean rate is If, for example, similar connections are
multiplexed with and for the
rate distribution is binomial

where (3)

It is known that buffering for cell scale congestion is
efficient if the peak rates are just a small fraction of
the multiplexer output rate (less than 1/50, say) [3]. In this
case, the relative variation of rate about the mean value is
sufficiently small that link occupancy can attain 70%, say,
while still satisfying a given low cell loss ratio. If the peak
rate is higher ( 1/10th of the link rate, say), a low cell loss
ratio, estimated by (1), can only be achieved at a relatively
low mean multiplexer utilization, implying higher transmission
costs. Greater occupancy for high peak rate traffic can be
achieved if buffering is provided for burst scale congestion.
If all sources are constrained as in (2), it is known that cell
loss can be avoided by providing a buffer of length [5].
If an individual source can be assured a minimum service

rate of (e.g., by implementing a scheduling mechanism
such as weighted fair queueing [32]), then its cell delay is
bounded by These bounds can be tightened somewhat
by accounting for the finite peak rate. They are, however,
still very conservative since they apply to a particularly
pessimistic assumption where all sources simultaneously begin
to transmit a burst of maximal size. Less conservative worst
case assumptions for admission control are discussed in [7].

The choice of an appropriate multiplexing scheme for
video applications depends on their particular performance
requirements. For interactive applications, the use of cell scale
buffering only has the significant advantage of providing very
small network delay variation. Conversely, to efficiently use
network resources in this case requires that the multiplexed
video signal have a peak rate which is a small fraction of the
link rate. Burst scale buffering can improve network efficiency,
but the disadvantage is that delay variation can be wide and
must be compensated for by an appropriately dimensioned
playout buffer in the video receiver. The delay bounds can
be rather large, and even then are only strictly appropriate
if the network implements non-FIFO queueing disciplines
guaranteeing a certain throughput per connection.

We have only considered leaky-bucket-defined traffic pa-
rameters as the basis for traffic control. The appropriateness of
such a description remains debatable for many traffic sources.
For video connections, in particular, the practicality and the
usefulness of describing traffic in this way depend on the
type of coding algorithm, as discussed in the next section.
We return to the question of network multiplexing efficiency
in Section VI.

III. RATE CONTROL ALGORITHMS IN MPEG CODING

MPEG (the Motion Picture Expert Group of ISO/IEC) has
defined video standards to satisfy a large variety of applica-
tions. MPEG-1 is suited to mass video storage and retrieval
systems at rates up to 1.5 Mbit/s. More recently, MPEG-2 was
standardized as a broadcast TV quality recommendation. Full
details can be found in the standards [18]–[21]; for a more
readable presentation, see [9]. The standards are becoming
very popular, and are currently used in a number of video
communication services including video on demand and World
Wide Web browsers. In the following, we describe the essential
features of the MPEG standard, and argue for the use of a
shaping algorithm to be implemented in the coder to produce
variable-bit-rate output with controlled burstiness.

A. MPEG Coding

The MPEG video syntax defines the group of pictures
(GoP) structure containing three types of frames:frames
are intraframe coded (i.e., without reference to other frames)
using two-dimensional discrete cosine transform; anframe
begins a GoP; frames (predictive frames) are coded with
reference to previous and frames using interframe coding;
they achieve a better compression ratio thanframes;
frames (bidirectional frames) are coded with reference to
the next and previous or frame. frames achieve the
highest compression ratio. The GoP is a sequence such as
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Fig. 1. CBR coding, the quantizer variation.

. The number of and frames is set by
the user. In particular, real-time video services may dispense
entirely with frames whose coding introduces additional
delay. The use of these three frame types allows MPEG to
be both robust and efficient. The coding algorithm is based
on a division of each picture into blocks, groups of blocks
and macroblocks. For present purposes, we assume that each
macroblock is coded as an entity, notably with respect to
the choice of a quantization parameterwhich determines
spatial resolution. Bit rate and image quality decrease with
increasing . The MPEG standard offers two coding options:
CBR coding allowing the generated signal to be transmitted
at constant rate with bounded delay and VBR coding where
output rate variations are only constrained by the peak rate.
While the precise rate control algorithm is not specified (it
depends on the implementer), a reference CBR rate control
algorithm was proposed in [18] for tests and comparison
purposes.

B. Constant-Bit-Rate Coding

Codecs for video transmission have traditionally aimed to
produce a CBR stream suitable for transport over circuit-
switched telecommunications networks. The MPEG closed-
loop algorithm is essentially based on the quantization pa-
rameter determining the resolution of the currently coded
macroblock. A fixed quantity of bits is allocated to each
GoP and apportioned progressively to successive pictures and,
within pictures, to successive macroblocks. Bit-rate variability
persists even at the GoP scale since the number of bits used
may be different from thea priori assignment. The difference
is taken into account in fixing the bit allocation of the next
macroblock or GoP. Details of the algorithm are given in [18].

Fig. 1 shows how the quantization parameterchanges
from GoP to GoP for a particular video sequence. This
is a 500-frame sequence from the TV programSpitting
Images in “384 288” format coded with GoP structure

To smooth out high-frequency vari-
ations we have calculated the moving average ofover
the 12 frames of a GoP. The figure shows how the image
resolution varies widely over the sequence, the amplitude of
the variations being roughly independent of the target constant
bit rate. The drawback of CBR coding is that the same bit
rate is generated independently of the scene contents, thereby
resulting in variable visual quality. A further disadvantage
for real-time communications is the delay introduced by a

smoothing buffer whose role is to compensate for residual
variability. This residual variability is due to the natural
differences between different macroblocks within a frame and
between different frames, and is essential for picture quality.
There is a need for compromise between the amplitude of this
residual variability and the delay introduced by the smoothing
buffer (and the compensating playout buffer at the receiver).
Current coders introduce a systematic delay of around 200 ms.

C. Open-Loop Coding

In a packet-switched or ATM-based network, there is not
necessarily an advantage to be gained from eliminating the
natural variability of the signal generated by a coder since
the signal bit rate is not constrained as in circuit switching.
The MPEG variable-bit-rate coding algorithm uses open-loop
coding where the same quantization parameter,say, is used
for all macroblocks. The rate depends on image complexity
and activity, and image quality is said to be constant since
the quality reduction is assumed to be the same for all
scenes. When observing VBR video traffic, we can distinguish
variability occurring over a range of time scales.

• Packet Scale—The data of a given frame may be packe-
tized in different ways: as and when they are generated,
macroblock by macroblock; all at once at the end of the
frame at some peak bit rate for a fraction of the frame
duration; at a constant rate calculated to fill the entire
frame duration.

• Frame Scale—The MPEG algorithm introduces system-
atic variations from frame to frame due to the pattern of

and frames.
• GoP Scale—The bit rate averaged over a GoP varies in

a correlated way from GoP to GoP as the image content
changes; changes can be gradual within a scene or sharp
in the event of a change of scene.

• Scene Scale—This kind of variation is responsible for the
generation of large rate surges of uncontrolled duration;
it has seldom been taken into account in VBR traffic
characterization studies (see [8] for an example of a scenic
model).

Variations at multiple time scales make it particularly dif-
ficult for the network to accommodate VBR video traffic in
a guaranteed QoS environment. Fig. 2 shows how the output
rate, averaged over a GoP, varies for different quantization pa-
rameters for the same test sequence. The parallel between the
rate variations in open-loop coding and quantization variation
in closed-loop coding is obvious, and it gives an intuition for
the approximate relationship considered in Section IV-B.

D. Controlled Burstiness VBR Coding

As discussed in Section II, to efficiently multiplex VBR
video streams requires the knowledge of traffic parameters
describing the rate variations. Even for stereotyped video
applications such as videoconferencing, the characteristics of
the rate generated by an open-loop coder will depend on
factors such as the number of participants, their activity, and
even the way they are dressed. Movies have a rate which
varies widely as scenes change with persistent periods of heavy
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Fig. 2. Open-loop coding, bit-rate trace.

traffic in case of high activity and complex image structure.
These low-frequency variations are difficult to foresee, and
can cause congestion over significant time periods. On the
other hand, frame scale variations are an essential result of
the MPEG intra- and interframe coding algorithm, and must
be preserved. Furthermore, there is no necessity to eliminate
variations at GoP scale. We propose, therefore, to seek a
compromise between open-loop coding and CBR coding. We
pretend that the full variability of open-loop coding is not
necessary to maintain the subjective quality of video sequences
containing scenes of different types. Quality from the user
point of view depends mainly on the visual capacity to capture
the information displayed on the screen. In fast moving scenes
with complex image structure, the human eye does not have
enough time to discover all image details. We suggest that
the high bit rate generated for such scenes by an open-loop
coder is unnecessarily generous. On the other hand, scenes
with little motion and simple structure are more sensitive
to signal degradations. Their quality should be maintained
at a satisfactory level. We believe that subjective quality
may actually be improved by restricting the scope for scene
scale variations: for a given mean rate, higher resolution
in low-activity scenes more than compensates for poorly
perceived detail in fast-moving and complex sequences. It is
for this reason that CBR coders generally produce acceptable
visual quality. However, we would argue further that CBR is
unnecessarily restrictive, and that the use of an appropriate rate
control algorithm can provide “network-friendly” output with
controlled rate variability. In fact, VBR rate control algorithms
are known to be necessary to fit bit-rate profiles/levels defined
by the MPEG-2 standard. Such algorithms (e.g., [31]) are
designed to optimize the perceived quality with no regard to
traffic burstiness. We propose to use a closed-loop algorithm to
ensure that the volume of data emitted satisfies the following
burstiness constraint: in any sequence ofsuccessive GoP’s,
the number of bits emitted satisfies

(4)

This choice is motivated by the widespread use of leaky-
bucket-like algorithms to control the traffic offered to packet-
switched and ATM-based networks. We consider the leaky
bucket defined in Section II-C where, for notational
convenience, is measured in bits/GoP and in bits. By
maintaining an image of the counter, the coder can implement
a closed-loop control to ensure its output conformance, and

Fig. 3. Burstiness control using a virtual buffer.

thus avoid data loss at the network interface. We assume for
present purposes that the counter is adjusted on a GoP-by-
GoP basis, and say the coder conforms to when its
output satisfies the above burstiness constraint. (In practice, an
access controller typically works on a packet or cell basis, and
it would be necessary to allow for packet scale variations to
ensure conformity.) The task of the closed-loop control is to
maintain the leaky-bucket counter within the range
A zero value would mean the risk of packet discard, while a
counter value of means that not all of the available rate
is being used.

The leaky bucket may be viewed as a fictitious buffer
whose current state is given by the value of the counter. The
control thus parallels that employed in the CBR algorithm
where a smoothing buffer is inserted between the coder and
the output line. The essential difference is that, in the present
case, the cells are not actually delayed. The size of the counter
is thus not constrained by the need to reduce coding delay,
and can be as large as necessary to maintain the quality
levels provided by GoP scale variations. Furthermore, the
rate adjustment algorithm can be much simpler than that
employed in the CBR coder. Instead of minute macroblock-by-
macroblock variations, the quantization parameter can be fixed
on a frame or GoP basis since the fictitious buffer is much
greater than the real CBR buffer, allowing wider variations
about the given mean rate.

IV. THE SHAPING ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe a rate control algorithm to be
implemented in the MPEG coder to ensure that its output
conforms to a leaky bucket defined by its leak rateand virtual
buffer size The proposed algorithm produces a “shaped bit-
rate” output stream, and we give it the acronym SVBR for
shaped variable bit rate, to distinguish it from CBR and open-
loop coding. The proposed control algorithm is to be used in
addition to the peak rate control algorithm that is necessary
to fit the coder output to the link capacity. Fig. 3 shows
the SVBR control block to be added to a classical MPEG
coder. It should be noted that, since rate control features
are not subject to standardization, SVBR coders remain fully
MPEG compatible. In particular, SVBR control is completely
transparent to decoders, and there is no need for them to be
modified.
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A. Principle

The SVBR algorithm operates in open loop to code the
different frames and macroblocks of a GoP, while the quan-
tization parameter is adjusted from GoP to GoP to control
the extent of bit-rate variations. Note that, since we allow rate
variations over several GoP’s, there is no need for present
purposes to adjust on a finer scale as in the CBR algorithm.
The SVBR algorithm is thus considerably less complex than
that described in [18].

The adjustments are derived from the value of a counter
which records the number of leaky-bucket credits spent

at the start of the th GoP. Let be the number of
bits generated in GoP-(i.e., is the rate measured in
bits/GoP). then evolves as follows:

(5)

We have for all The initial value is
arbitrarily chosen to be

The algorithm aims to adjust the GoP-quantization pa-
rameter which determines the rate to ensure that

is neither too close to nor too close to zero. In the
former case, the coding tends to CBR coding at ratein the
latter, the coder does not fully use the available average bit
rate The adjustments to should allow flexible, open-
loop-like control when is in a middle range around
while attracting it back to this range if it tends to approach
either extreme, zero or

B. GoP Scale Rate Prediction

Generated bit rate decreases with increasing quantization
parameter, but the exact relationship betweenand varies
in time and depends on instantaneous activity and motion. If
known, the function gives the appropriate value of
corresponding to a desired output rate. When performing CBR
coding, the control loop acts on the macroblock scale. In this
case, the precise function is very complex, and needs
to be approximated using predefined codebooks, for instance,
[31]. In SVBR coding, the control loop acts on a time scale
larger than that of the macroblock, and it proves possible to
derive a much simpler relationship between and
Based on the analysis of a 500-frame sequence from the TV
programSpitting Images, we derive the following approximate
relationship between and :

(6)

is a constant that depends only on the scene complexity
(i.e., depends on In Fig. 4, we plot as a function
of (ranging from 2 to 61) for six randomly chosen, open-
loop coded GoP’s (GoP-starts at image Clearly, the
curves of Fig. 4 can be approximated by linear functions of
the form (6). Note that the approximate principle stated above
is significant at the considered GoP time scale since detailed
rate/distortion properties observed for CBR coding are masked
by the averaging operation.

Expression (6) implies that the product for a given GoP
is independent of the rate control algorithm used by the coder,

Fig. 4. Linear approximation of theQ-R�1 relationship.

Fig. 5. RQ product.

TABLE I
THE CONSTANT RQ PRODUCT

and for a given algorithm, is independent of the quantization
value used for coding the GoP. To verify this property, we
compressed the video sequence described above in both CBR
(using five different bit rates) and open-loop modes (using
five values for the quantization parameter). Each time, the

product is plotted versus the frame number (see Fig. 5). If
expression (6) were exact, curves of Fig. 5 would be identical.
The observed discrepancies are caused by the nonlinear parts
of the curves of Fig. 4. Table I shows the matching of the
averaged values of and for the two coding modes (CBR
and open loop). The parameterdenotes the constant quantizer
used in open-loop coding, and is the corresponding
average rate. Furthermore, as a function of the GoP number

is a highly correlated process (as shown in Fig. 5).
It can, in fact, be considered as a global measure of scene
complexity because it depends only on GoP-spatial and
temporal activity.

This relationship is used as a GoP rate prediction method.
Consider a rate control operating at the GoP scale to satisfy
some traffic constraints, i.e., before coding GoP- an
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algorithm gives the target bit allocation (in bits) of
that GoP. Using expression (6) and approximating
by we obtain

(7)

This expression gives the quantization parameter value to
be used to obtain the desired bit allocation

C. Rate Adjustment

In order to respect the burstiness constraint (4), it is neces-
sary to adjust the quantization parameter of GoP-to ensure
that the counter value determined from (5) using
the current frame rate remains less than Given the
empirical relationship (7), any number of rate adjustment
algorithms can achieve this objective. A simple solution would
be to make the rate change in proportion to the distance of

from a median value of : the quantization parameter
changes most drastically as the leaky-bucket counter tends
to its limits zero or Such an algorithm pays no attention
to the current scene activity except indirectly through the
current value of We have preferred to develop an
alternative algorithm where rate adjustments take account of
the fluctuations which would occur with classical open-loop
coding. To do so, we need to introduce a supplementary coding
parameter This is the constant quantization which in open-
loop coding would produce an average rate equal toHow
appropriate values of the three coder parameters and

could be chosen in practice is discussed in Section IV-D
below.

The control principle is shown in Fig. 6. Scene activity
is measured using a prediction of the equivalent open-loop
bit rate defined as follows: is the rate of
GoP- which would result from an open-loop coding with
a quantization parameterinitially fixed by the user. A scene
with reasonable activity and duration is coded at the rate
while excessively long and/or active scenes are “truncated”
and their bit rate is reduced to This means that for periods
where conforms to the traffic contract, the shaping
algorithm behaves like open-loop control. On the other hand,
during overload periods (those where does not conform
to the traffic contract), the algorithm aims to bring the rate
down to During these periods, image quality may be reduced
to that of CBR coding. However, because network resources
are dimensioned based on the leaky-bucket conformance, this
shaping avoids cell loss which could otherwise occur at rate
up to Thus, only harmful scenes are shaped. When

approaches zero and the open-loop rate would typically
be less than the algorithm provides a lower quantization
than to attain rate A higher rate is not necessary here,
and the leaky-bucket counter can remain at a low level in
anticipation of a future change in activity which can thus be
more readily accommodated. The algorithm is described more
explicitly below.

• For high-activity scenes :
when the algorithm behaves as in open loop,
i.e., is set to

Fig. 6. Principle of the shaping algorithm.

when the algorithm behaves like CBR, i.e.,
is set to

• For low-activity scenes :
when the algorithm behaves like CBR, i.e.,

is set to
when the algorithm behaves as in open loop,
i.e., is set to

When the bucket is partially filled, is set to a linear
combination of the two extreme cases stated above. The SVBR
algorithm is intended to produce a satisfactory compromise
between CBR and open-loop coding with lying between

and closer to the minimum of and
when is near and closer to their maximum when
is near zero. These requirements are satisfied by the following
relations:

(8)

(9)

where
The functions and satisfying

are increasing functions of the buffer fullness. Their explicit
form is subject to tuning.

To realize relations (8) and (9), we must act on the quanti-
zation parameter Applying expression (6) for the GoP-
rate and quantization and for and gives

(10)

Finally, using (7)–(9), the algorithm becomes

(11)

(12)

where
Note that the recurrence relations (11) and (12) are entirely

defined by the three coding parameters and

D. Parameter Settings and Visual Quality

As with CBR and open-loop coding, it is necessary to
choose coding parameters according to cost and quality cri-
teria. In CBR coding, the rate parametermust be chosen
to achieve a satisfactory compromise between image quality
of the cost of transmission. Typically, a different rate would
be chosen according to the video content (e.g., sport, person
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talking, music clips, etc.) and the capacity of the receiver
(PC, TV, wide screen, etc.). In open-loop coding, it is the
quantization parameter which determines quality, and an
appropriate value depends again on video content and the
desired cost/quality tradeoff. For the SVBR coding algorithm
proposed in Section IV-C, it is necessary to fix and
conjointly, bearing in mind that they are, in theory, related
through the open-loop coding algorithm. For stored videos,
the appropriate choice of can be determined exactly by
simulating the open-loop algorithm in a preliminary phase.
For real-time applications, it should be possible to establish
an empirical relation for a given type of communication
(videoconference, lecture, etc.), thus reducing the problem to
choosing a single rate parameteras for CBR. The optimal
choice of and remains an open issue, whether it be for
CBR, open-loop, or SVBR coders, and it is largely beyond
the scope of the present work. We note, however, that while
the choice of will have an impact on image quality, it does
not change the traffic characteristics of the coder output insofar
as these will always satisfy the burstiness constraint (4).

SVBR introduces the additional parameter. In fact,
and determine the leaky-bucket parameters which, together
with the peak rate, determine the traffic characteristics of the
connection to be established in the network. The value of
has an impact on video quality and network performance. The
larger the value of , the greater the scope for rate variability
leading, in principle, to higher quality coding. Note thathas
absolutely no impact on the coding delay since there is no
physical buffering. Indeed, the absence of delay constitutes
a major advantage of SVBR compared to CBR where a
physical smoothing buffer must be implemented and variable
delays must be compensated for in a playout buffer. In the
network, the impact of depends on the type of multiplexing
employed, as discussed in Section II. In particular, if cell scale
multiplexing is employed, has no effect on the average cell
loss ratio since this depends uniquely on the stationary rate
distribution, but it does influence the way cells are lost: a larger
value of increases the probability of prolonged overload,
leading to grouped cell losses. If multiplexing relies on large
buffers to absorb burst scale congestion, the value ofdirectly
determines the delay bounds which can be guaranteed, as
discussed in Section II. An alternative networking solution
based on shaping the coder output to reduce its peak rate is
discussed in Section VI below: in this case, the choice of
determines the size of the buffer necessary to perform the
shaping. The optimal compromise between allowed variability
and facility of traffic control depends on the result of subjective
tests, which are again beyond the scope of this paper. However,
we expect a value of equal to the content of several
GoP’s to be a judicious choice, allowing the frame scale and
GoP scale variations which are necessary for coding quality
while eliminating the possibility of sustained overloads due to
scene scale variations and their undesirable impact on network
performance.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We implemented the SVBR control algorithm in the soft-
ware MPEG-1 coder developed by the MPEG Group. Tests

Fig. 7. Instantaneous bit rate of SVBR and open-loop traces.

Fig. 8. SVBR algorithm, the virtual buffer fullness.

were performed on a 2000-frame-long video sequence taken
from theSpitting ImageTV program. The sequence was coded
in CBR with target rate Mbit/s, in open loop with

(producing an average rate of 0.78 Mbit/s), and
in SVBR with parameters Mbit/s, and

bits (equivalent to 18 average frames). The frame
rate was 25 frames/s and the GoP size was 12 frames.

A. Rate Variation

Fig. 7 shows the bit rate generated by open-loop and SVBR
algorithms. To remove high-frequency variations, the plotted
rates are the moving average of seven consecutive GoP’s.
The SVBR algorithm generates less traffic than open loop
in active scenes (frames 1–150 and 900–1000), and compen-
sates by providing higher rates in calmer periods (200–300,
1400–1500). Compared to open-loop coding, rate variability
is maintained, but with smaller amplitude. Corresponding
variations in the leaky-bucket counter are illustrated in Fig. 8.
This curve confirms that the algorithm indeed exploits the full
range of variability provided by burstiness parameter

B. Quantizer and PSNR Variations

Fig. 9 compares quantization parameter variations of SVBR
and CBR coding. Quantizer variations are much more stable
with the shaping algorithm. The quantizer varies only during
very active scenes to shape their bit rate or during very low-
activity scenes to enhance their quality.

Although only psychovisual tests can decide about the visual
quality, we have plotted the peak-signal-to-noise ratio of the
three algorithms in Fig. 10. For reasons of clarity, only results
for frames 50–300 have been plotted. First, we note that the
PSNR of the shaped output is always higher than the minimum
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Fig. 9. Quantization parameter variation.

Fig. 10. PSNR comparison.

of the open-loop and CBR PSNR. It is equal to their maximum
when the virtual bucket is empty, and is equal to the minimum
when the virtual buffer is full. If the coding parametersand

are chosen correctly, the PSNR is most of the time equal to
the maximum of that of open loop and CBR since only scenes
that cause congestion (buffer full) are shaped.

C. Statistical Characteristics

A second sequence (10 000 frames long) has been used to
test the effect of shaping on the coder bit-rate distribution and
autocorrelation function. This sequence was captured in CIF
format, and represents a music video clip showing high-image
complexity, a wide range of colors, numerous scene changes,
zooms, and almost no fixed plans.

Fig. 11 illustrates the bit-rate variations observed with open-
loop and SVBR coding. We have again eliminated high-
frequency variations by averaging the bit rate over a number
of GoP’s (ten in this case). Fig. 12 shows the stationary
distribution of the frame size.

The SVBR algorithm eliminates long-range dependence.
This is manifested through the autocorrelation function which
decreases much more rapidly than that of the open-loop
coding output, as shown in Fig. 13. In fact, it can easily
be demonstrated formally that an input stream satisfying a
burstiness constraint (4) where the leak rate is equal to the
traffic average rate is not self-similar (i.e., does not exhibit
long-range dependence) [11].

VI. M ULTIPLEXING EFFICIENCY

As the output of an SVBR coder conforms exactly to the
traffic parameters (peak rate), (the realized mean rate), and

Fig. 11. Instantaneous bit rate.

Fig. 12. Probability density for open-loop and SVBR traces.

Fig. 13. Autocorrelation functions for open-loop and SVBR traces.

(determining burst tolerance), statistical multiplexing can be
performed as described in Section II-C.

Consider first multiplexers equipped with small buffers
designed to take care of cell scale congestion only. For
illustration purposes, assume a link carries independent
video connections with rate parameter Mbit/s and
peak rate Assuming worst case on/off traffic, the cell loss
ratio for a given link capacity can be computed from relation
(1) with the binomial rate distribution (3):

(13)

It is thus possible to compute the maximum value of
compatible with an assumed target cell loss ratio of 10
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Fig. 14. Cell scale dimensioning forr = 1:8 Mbit/s andCLR = 10
�6

:

and consequently deduce achievable link utilization
Fig. 14 plots this utilization for two link rates, 50 and 150
Mbit/s. It is clear from the figure that this kind of mul-
tiplexing is efficient for moderate peak rates only. Higher
efficiency could be achieved if the distribution of the per-
frame rate (assuming this rate is realized by spacing cell
emissions over the frame duration) were known and given
by a histogram, as in the case illustrated in Fig. 12. Roughly
the same multiplexing gain would be achieved with either
open-loop or SVBR coding in this particular example. The
difference between the two cases is rather in the nature of the
guarantees possible. The rate of open-loop coding with a given
quantization parametercan change quite drastically from one
video sequence to another so that the rate distribution is not
intrinsic to the coder. This is less the case with SVBR coding
where the rate control algorithm guarantees the same mean
rate for any sequence and considerably constrains frame-to-
frame variations. However, even here, to assume the worst case
on/off traffic pattern is the only sure way to strictly guarantee
cell loss rates since only the mean of the rate distribution can
be policed. For real-time video connections where, we would
argue, burst scale congestion should be avoided, both the peak
rate and mean rate parameters should be a small fraction of the
link rate. In the example considered in Fig. 14, the mean rate
of 1.8 Mbit/s is probably already too big for the considered
link sizes.

The worst case rate binomial distribution may be unduly
pessimistic. If data emission is smoothed over a frame duration
and the actual per-frame rate distribution is known, the cell
loss ratio can again be calculated by (1). The multiplexing ef-
ficiency is clearly greater. The drawback is that the distribution
is not knowna priori as a function of the shaping parameters

and
Video applications with less severe time constraints than

interactive communications can certainly be handled more ef-
ficiently at the expense of longer (although guaranteed) delays.
These delays could occur in the coder or in the network. Note
that in both cases, it would then be necessary to compensate
for delay variability by an appropriately dimensioned playback
buffer in the decoder.

To add delay in the network implies operating multiplexers
with burst scale congestion. Burst scale congestion can be
controlled using the SVBR algorithm through the burstiness
constraints (4) and the bounds on multiplexer delay discussed
in Section II-C. For the sake of simplicity, assume that (4) can

be replaced by the more precise constraint

for any interval (14)

where is the amount of coded data between in the
interval In addition, we assume that peak rate control
implies the following:

for any interval (15)

The relationship between constraint (4), evaluated on a GoP
basis, and the above fluid approximations of constraints oper-
ating at the network input is examined in [11]. We prefer to
omit this discussion herein for the sake of conciseness.

Adding times (14) to times (15), with
we deduce a family of burstiness constraints

(16)

A service rate is sufficient to
ensure a delay of Multiplexing with
cell scale congestion corresponds to choosing the
principle being that the service rate is never less than the
sum of peak rates of active sources (multiplexing delay is
zero in the fluid approximation). It is possible to meet any
delay budget between zero and by an appropriate choice
of if the service rate can be guaranteed. To make
such a service rate guarantee to an individual connection
does, however, imply that multiplexers are equipped with per-
connection queue scheduling schemes such as weighted fair
queueing. The alternative of adding delay in the coder to make
the traffic more amenable to multiplexing (with cell scale,
FIFO buffering) can be realized more simply.

Adding a FIFO queue of service rate between coder
and network reduces the peak rate of the output fromto

Link utilization can thus be improved, as indicated in
Fig. 14, while the burstiness constraints still apply so that
delay and required buffer size can be calculated. From (16),
we deduce the FIFO buffer should thus
be of size and its delay is bounded by

For given mean and peak rates,
the delay is proportional to the burst tolerance This
clearly expresses a burstiness–interactivity tradeoff that can be
controlled by choosing the right value of The network only
deals with cell scale congestion and its performance in terms
of cell-loss ratio is controlled by (13) where the considered
peak rate is For a given CLR value, the link utilization
depends on the allowed delay As shown in Fig. 15, link
utilization increases with increasing It should be noted
that satisfactory utilization (e.g., 0.7) can be achieved at the
expense of reasonable delay (150 ms for the 150-Mbit/s link
and 200 ms for the 50-Mbit/s link). This multiplexing scheme
seems to be suitable for moderately interactive applications
such as video on demand or TV distribution. Again, such
schemes are based on the prior knowledge of traffic parameters
ensured by SVBR coding.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the transport of video communication application in
a broad-band network, it is necessary to find a satisfactory
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Fig. 15. Link utilization versus delay,r = 1:8 Mbit/s, p = 5 Mbit/s,
b = 560 kbit/s, andCLR = 10�6:

compromise between the range of rate variability required
to ensure high-quality images and the predictability of such
variations, necessary to be able to meet network quality of
service constraints.

Preventive traffic control standards for B-ISDN rely on
describing traffic streams by the parametersand of a
leaky bucket. In order to ensure that a video communication
conforms to such parameters, it is necessary to introduce a
closed-loop control algorithm in the coder. In this paper, we
present such an algorithm which can be easily implemented
in an MPEG coder.

The SVBR algorithm adjusts the coder quantization pa-
rameter on a GoP-by-GoP basis to ensure that the output
satisfies the burstiness constraint imposed by the leaky-bucket
traffic control. The applied adjustments take account of scene
activity, and aim to follow the natural variability of open-loop
coding except when this would lead to nonconformity with
the traffic contract. In addition to the leaky-bucket variables

and SVBR requires a further parameterrepresenting
the constant quantization necessary with open-loop coding to
achieve the average rate

Network resource provision is based on the coding param-
eters and together with the source peak rate. Since
the SVBR algorithm realizes a mean ratewhile satisfying
the leaky-bucket constraints, multiplexing with performance
guarantees can be performed efficiently with buffering for
either cell scale or burst scale congestion. Cell scale buffering
(delays generally less than a millisecond) is ideal for real-time
communications, but only achieves high multiplexer utilization
when the source peak rate is a small fraction of link rate.
For applications where large delays are acceptable (more than
200 ms, say) burst scale buffering can improve utilization, but
network delay guarantees then rely on the use of queueing
disciplines like weighted fair queueing which guarantee an
individual service rate. An alternative is to shape the coder
output to reduce its peak rate before offering it to a network
equipped for cell scale congestion only (small FIFO buffers).
The SVBR algorithm renders the shaping delay predictable
and determines the size of the required receiver playout
buffer.

SVBR removes the unpredictability of open-loop VBR
coding, but the choice of a sufficiently large burst tolerance
parameter still allows considerable rate variability up to GoP
scale. Only potentially damaging scene scale variations are
eliminated. Compared to CBR coding, SVBR has the consid-

erable advantage of eliminating the coding delay associated
with a smoothing buffer. The quality of SVBR is also higher
than that of CBR due to the possibility of rate variations at
GoP scale.

The performance claimed for SVBR coding remains loosely
theoretical in the absence of subjective tests. These tests are
planned, and will allow the tuning of parameter values for
optimal performance.
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